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I. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 


Assignment No.1. The Circuit Court erred by ruling that the statute of limitations provided 

by Virginia law applied to Cavalry's attempts to recover on McGarry's delinquent credit card 

account. 

Assignment No.2. The Circuit Court erred by incorrectly calculating the amount of statutory 

penalties awarded to McGarry. 

Assignment No.3. The Circuit Court erred by granting summary judgment to McGarry when 

it could not read the Customer Agreement, which governed the applicable statute of limitations. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Factual Background 

In 2005, respondent Nancy McGarry ("McGarry") opened a credit card account (the 

"Account") with Capital One Bank (USA), N.A. ("Capital One"). (A.R. 210.) McGarry applied 

for the ACCOllilt by signing a Platinum Invitation application sent to her address ill Harpers Ferry, 

West Virginia (A.R. 183.) On the Platinum Invitation application, McGarry placed her 

signature directly below a disclosure that provided: "I have read the IMPORTANT 

DISCLOSURES and Terms and Conditions, including the provision relating to Arbitration, on 

the reverse, and agree to be bound as specified therein." (A.R.183.) The Terms and Conditions 

of the Account were located within the Customer Agreement. (A.R. 181-82.) In the Customer 

Agreement was a section entitled "The Law that Applies to Your Agreement." (A.R.182.) That 

section provided as follows: 

You waive any applicable statute of limitations as the law allows. Otherwise, the 
applicable statute of limitation period for all provisions and purposes under this 
Agreement (including the right to collect debt) will be the longer period provided 
by Virginia or the jurisdiction where you live. If any part of this Agreement is 
found to be unenforceable, the remaining parts will remain in effect. 



(A.R.182.) 


For the next six years, McGarry used the Account to make purchases, and Capital One 

sent her monthly billing statements to reflect her purchases and payments. (A.R. 70-127.) 

Those statements directed McGarry to send her payments to an address in North Carolina (A.R. 

70.) On July 27,2011, she made her last payment on the Account. (A.R. 6, 116,210.) Capital 

One continued to send McGarry billing statements to reflect the amount due and owing to it. 

(A.R. 117-27.) As of the billing statement for the February 10, 2012 through March 9, 2012 

billing cycle, McGarry owed Capital One $6,746.76. (A.R. 3, 127.) On or about March 10, 

2012, Capital One charged off the Account. (A.R.44.) 

Unable to collect the debt due and owing to it, Capital One sold the Account to Cavalry 

on or about September 25, 2014. (A.R. 8, 9, 44.) On September 29, 2014, Cavalry sent 

McGarry a letter explaining that it had purchased the Account from Capital One and that the 

Account had an outstanding balance of $6,746.76. (A.R. 161.) The letter advised McGarry that 

she could dispute the validity of the debt. (A.R.161.) 

B. Procedural Background 

On September 15,2015, Cavalry filed a debt collection complaint against McGarry in the 

Magistrate Court of Jefferson County, West Virginia, seeking to collect on the Account. (A.R. 

1-2.) In the complaint, Cavalry sought recovery of $6,746.76 - the balance on the Account at 

the time McGarry made her last payment in 2011 - plus costs. (A.R.I-2.) Cavalry attached to 

the complaint billing statements from Capital One to McGarry for the February 10,2012 through 

March 9,2012 billing cycle and the July 10,2011 through August 9, 2011 billing cycle. (A.R.3

4,6-7.) 
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On February 25, 2016, McGarry filed an Answer to the complaint and asserted 

counterclaims against Cavalry. (A.R. 10-15.) McGarry's counterclaims alleged that Cavalry 

had violated multiple provisions of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act ("FDCP A") and the 

West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act ("WVCCPA") by attempting to collect on a 

time-barred debt. (A.R. 10-15./ Specifically, McGarry claimed that the latest Cavalry could 

have filed a lawsuit against her was July 27,2014, three years after the date of her last payment 

to Capital One on July 27, 2011. (A.R. 11-12l She sought statutory penalties under the 

WVCCPA and the FDCPA, actual damages for past and future violations of the WVCCPA, 

special and general damages to be proven at trial, attorneys' fees and costs, and pre- and post

judgment interest. (A.R. 14-15.) McGarry also demanded a jury trial. (A.R. 15.) 

In April 2016, McGarry served Cavalry with requests for production of documents, and 

Cavalry responded. (A.R. 177-80.) In Cavalry's responses to McGarry's discovery requests, it 

attached the Customer Agreement. (A.R.181-82.) 

Cavalry moved for summary judgement on May 20, 2016. (A.R. 22.) In its opening 

brief supporting that motion, Cavalry maintained that McGarry had incurred a debt on the 

Account, McGarry defaulted on that Account, and Cavalry sought to recover on the delinquent 

Account within the applicable five-year statute of limitations under West Virginia Code § 55-2

6. (A.R. 23-30.) 

1 McGarry's counterclaims alleged a violation of W. Va. Code § 46A-2-128(f), which requires a debt collector to 
advise a consumer that legal enforcement of a debt is time-barred, and also alleged that Cavalry engaged in unfair or 
deceptive acts and practices, in contravention of the WVCCP A. McGarry further alleged that Cavalry 
misrepresented the character of its claim against her, in contravention of 15 U.S.C. § 1692e(2)(A) of the FDCPA 
and W. Va. Code § 46A-2-127(d) of the WVCCPA. (A.R.12-14.) 

2 McGarry later claimed that a four-year statute of limitations applied to any attempt by Cavalry to legally enforce a 
claim on the Account. (A.R. 12.) This is likely the result of a typographical error. 
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McGarry opposed Cavalry's motion and also filed a cross-motion for partial summary 

judgment. (A.R. 128-38.) In her cross-motion, McGarry denied the existence of a signed 

agreement between McGarry and Capital One. (A.R. 128.) Absent such an agreement, McGarry 

contended that West Virginia's borrowing statute commanded the lower court to apply either 

Virginia's or North Carolina's applicable statute of limitations, as opposed to West Virginia 

(A.R. 130-33 (citing W. Va. Code § 55-2A-2).)3 Under the three-year statute of limitations for 

unwritten contracts in Virginia or North Carolina, McGarry argued, the Account was time

barred, and Cavalry's attempt to collect on the Account by filing a suit against McGarry violated 

the WVCCPA and the FDCPA. (A.R. 133-37.) For the first time, McGarry also claimed that 

Cavalry sent a collection letter to McGarry dated September 29,2014, and alleged that the letter 

failed to disclose that Cavalry could not sue McGarry on the Account or report the Account to a 

credit reporting agency, in violation of the WVCCPA. (A.R. 130, 136.) Seeking partial 

summary judgment as to Cavalry's liability only, McGarry urged the court to reserve any 

determination of damages for trial by jury. (A.R. 137.) 

In its reply brief, Cavalry disagreed with McGarry's contention that the lower court must 

apply the borrowing statute. (A.R. 146-49.) Rather, Cavalry argued that the Court could not 

apply the borrowing statute because it would "alter the clear meaning and intent of the parties as 

expressed in unambiguous language as found within a contract" - namely the Customer 

Agreement. (A.R. 147 (citing Cotiga Dev. Co. v. United Fuel: 147 W. Va. 484, 490-94, 128 

S.E.2d 626,631-34 (1962).) Cavalry then set forth the language in the Customer Agreement that 

governed the applicable statute of limitations: 

3 The borrowing statute provides that the "period of limitation applicable to a claim accruing outside of this State 
shall be either that prescribed by the law of the place where the claim accrued or by the law of this State, whichever 
bars the claim." W. Va. Code § 55-2A-2. Under both Virginia law and North Carolina law, the statute of 
limitations for unwritten, implied contracts is three years. See Va. Code Ann. § 8.01-246(4); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 1-52. 
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You waive any applicable statute of limitations as the law allows. Otherwise, the 
applicable statute of limitations period for all provisions and purposes under this 
Agreement (including the right to collect debt) will be the longer period 
provided by Virginia or the jurisdiction where you live (emphasis added). If 
any part of this Agreement is found to be lmenforceable, the remaining parts will 
remain in effect. 

(A.R. 147.) Because the statute of limitations to enforce an implied contract in Virginia is three 

years, West Virginia law - the longer of the two states' statute of limitations - applied. (A.R. 

148.) Under the five year statute of limitations provided by West Virginia law, Cavalry 

explained, both the September 29,2014 collection letter to McGarry and the September 25,2015 

debt collection suit filed by Cavalry against McGarry were timely. (A.R.148.) 

The lower court held a pre-trial hearing on July 11,2016, at which time the parties argued 

their respective motions for summary judgment. (A.R. 185-208.) At the hearing, Cavalry again 

explained that Capital One and McGarry had made an agreement regarding the time period to 

enforce the Account. 

When we look to the terms and conditions ..., it says that you waive any 
applicable statute of limitations as the law allows otherwise the applicable statute 
of limitations period for all provisions of the purposes under this agreement 
including the right to collect a debt will be the longer period provided by Virginia 
or the jurisdiction in which you live which is West Virginia. That provides for the 
five-year statute of limitations. 

(A.R. 194-95.) Nonetheless, the lower court denied Cavalry's motion for summary judgment 

and granted McGarry's cross-motion. (A.R. 206.) In reaching that conclusion, the lower court 

explained that Cavalry had failed to offer evidence of a written contract between McGarry and 

Capital One/Cavalry. (A.R. 205.) 

The [Platinum Invitation] does seem to reference some sort of an agreement but it 
would fail to show on its face a complete and concluded agreement between the 
parties which I think would be necessary to invoke the longer statute of limitation. 

I think that by failing to comply with the written requirements under Virginia law 
then I think it becomes an unwritten contract and I think that thereby it's subject 
to Virginia's three-year statute oflimitations and is therefore time-barred. 
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(A.R.205-06.) The court further indicated that damages would be awarded at trial, but McGarry 

agreed to waive her claims for actual damages and accept the statutory penalties provided for by 

the WVCCPA and the FDCPA. (A.R. 206.) 

C. The Circuit Court's Order Granting McGarry Summary Judgment. 

On August 1, 2016, the circuit court entered an order awarding McGarry summary 

judgment (the "Order"). (A.R. 209-17.) In reaching that decision, the court reasoned that 

West Virginia's borrowing statute, West Virginia Code § 55-2A-2, governed the applicable 

statute of limitations. (A.R. 211-13.) The circuit court explained that West Virginia's five-year 

statute of limitations for unwritten contracts was longer than the three-year limitations period in 

Virginia - where Capital One maintained its principal place of business - and North Carolina 

- where McGarry was directed to mail her payments to Capital One. (A.R. 212-13.) 

Accordingly, under the borrowing statute, Cavalry had three years to enforce its collection on the 

Account through the legal system. (A.R. 213.) 

Notably, the circuit court awarded McGarry summary judgment without considering the 

language set forth in the Customer Agreement. The Court explained: 

Calvary [sic] has not produced a signed written agreement evidencing all of the 
terms of a contract between Capital One Bank and McGarry. Instead, Calvary 
[sic] points to an eighteen-page document that it provided in discovery as 
evidence of a written agreement. The document appears to be 18 pages long, but 
it was produced in a shrunken form on two pages. There are no signatures, and 
the words on the document are not generally legible. The only docunlent Calvary 
[sic] has produced that is purportedly signed by McGarry is titled "Platinum 
Invitation." Calvary [sic] admits that the I8-page document was not attached to 
the invitation nor does it contain any language that indicates that it is a credit card 
agreement. This writing contains no statement specifying a particular statute of 
limitations, and Calvary [sic] was unable to present an argument or a fact to make 
this an issue. Even assuming that McGarry signed the platinum invitation, it 
proves nothing. 
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(A.R.212.) The Court emphasized that it could not read the Customer Agreement at least two 

additional times. (A.R. 212 ("The putative agreement is not signed by either party, nor is [sic] 

the terms legible.") and 216, n.2 ("Although Calvary [sic] represented what is in the contents of 

the document, the Court is unable to read the 18 page document that has been shrunken down to 

two pages.").) 

Applying a three-year statute of limitations to Cavalry's claims against McGarry, the 

circuit court determined that Cavalry's collection attempts had violated federal and state law. 

First, the court explained that Cavalry violated the FDCPA by sending the September 29, 2014 

letter without notice that the debt was time-barred and by filing the debt collection complaint. 

(A.R. 213-14.) The Court awarded McGarry $1,000 in statutory penalties under the FDCPA. 

(A.R. 216.) Next, the court concluded that Cavalry also violated the WVCCPA. Specifically, 

the lower court observed that the September 29,2014 letter did not contain a required disclosure 

that Cavalry was time-barred from enforcing collection on the Account, in contravention of 

West Virginia Code § 46A-2-128(f). (A.R.215.) Likewise, the court determined that Cavalry's 

act of filing a debt collection complaint against McGarry violated the WV CCP A by: (1) failing 

to advise McGarry that it was time-barred from collecting on the Account, in violation of 

West Virginia Code § 46A-2-128(f); (2) using unfair and unconscionable means to collect a debt 

by filing the complaint, in contravention of West Virginia Code § 46A-2-128; and 

(3) misrepresenting the character of the claim in the complaint against McGarry by suggesting 

that a claim could be filed, in violation of West Virginia Code § 46A-2-127(d). (A.R.215.) The 

lower court awarded McGarry "$1000 each for each of the four violations of the WVCCPA." 

(A.R. 216.) 
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III. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Cavalry's attempts to recover on a delinquent credit card account incurred by McGarry 

were timely. The statute of limitations applicable to this suit is governed by the Terms and 

Conditions of a Customer Agreement that McGarry agreed to be bound by when she applied for 

the credit card from Capital One. Upon her use of that credit card - for which she has been 

indebted for $6,746.76 since 2011 - the terms of the Customer Agreement became effective. 

Those Terms and Conditions explicitly provide that McGarry waives the statute of limitations or, 

otherwise, that West Virginia law applies. 

Although Cavalry produced the Customer Agreement in discovery, expressly set forth the 

relevant statute of limitations language in Its summary judgment briefing, attached the Customer 

Agreement as an exhibit to that briefmg, and then recited nearly verbatim the relevant language 

from the Customer Agreement at a hearing on the summary judgment motion, the lower court 

never mentioned the relevant language in its Order. The statute of limitations language should 

have been considered by the lower court, as the statute of limitations is the crux of McGarry's 

defenses to Cavalry's claims against McGarry and McGarry's counterclaims against Cavalry. 

Importantly, the September 29, 2014 letter to McGarry and the September 25, 2015 debt 

collection complaint against McGarry both fell within the statute of limitations provided by 

West Virginia law. 

Furthermore, the lower court erroneously calculated the amount of statutory penalties to 

award McGarry under the WVCCPA. Specifically, the court awarded McGarry $4,000 for 

engaging in two acts only: (1) sending a debt collection letter to McGarry without providing 

notice that the Account could not be legally enforced; and (2) seeking to collect on the Account 

by filing a complaint against McGarry. Regardless of the number ofprovisions of the WVCCPA 
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that McGarry's acts could have violated, the WVCCPA provides only one penalty - or $1,000 

-per act. 

IV. STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

Oral argument is necessary in this matter because the criteria outlined in Rule 18(a) of the 

West Virginia Rules of Appellate Procedure do not render oral argument unnecessary: No party 

has waived oral argument; this appeal is not frivolous; the parties disagree as to whether the 

dispositive issues have been authoritatively decided, and this Court's decisional process would 

be significantly aided from oral argument. 

Oral argument should be held pursuant to Rule 19 because the decision in this case was 

against the weight of the evidence. Cavalry submitted a Customer Agreement that governed the 

statute of limitations applicable to its attempt to collect on a delinquent credit card account. 

Specifically, per the Customer Agreement, McGarry agreed to either waive the statute of 

limitations or have the statute of limitations under West Virginia law apply to any att~mpts to 

collect on the Account. Nonetheless, the circuit court declined to consider the Customer 

Agreement when it detennined that Virginia's statute of limitations applied. Furthennore, a 

memorandum decision is not appropriate for this case because, under Rule 21 (d), memorandum 

decisions are only used to reverse decisions under "limited circumstances." 

V. ARGUMENT 

A. Jurisdiction 

"A party to a civil action may appeal to the supreme court of appeals from a fmal 

judgment of any circuit court[.]" W. Va. Code § 58-5-1. An order is final for the purpose of 58

5-1 "only when it tenninates the litigation between the parties on the merits of the case and 

leaves nothing to be done but to enforce by execution what has been determined." Syl. pt. 3, 
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James MB. v. Carolyn M, 193 W. Va. 289, 291, 456 S.E.2d 16, 18 (1995). Although McGarry 

styled her cross-motion as a motion for partial summary judgment as to liability only, at the pre

trial hearing she advised the lower court that she waived her request for actual damages and 

asked the court to award statutory penalties only. By its Order of August 1, 2016, the lower 

court issued its opinion on Cavalry's liability and awarded McGarry statutory penalties. Thus, 

this Court has jurisdiction over this appeal. 

B. 	 Standard of Review 

A circuit court's entry of summary judgment is reviewed de novo. Syl. pt. 1, Painter v. 

Peavy, 192 W. Va. 189, 190,451 S.E.2d 755, 756 (1994). This Court is mindful that a "motion 

for summary judgment should be granted only when it is clear that there is no genuine issue of 

fact to be tried and inquiry concerning the facts is not desirable to clarify the application of the 

law." Syl. pt. 3, Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Fed Ins. Co. ofNew York, 148 W. Va. 160, 160, 133 

S.E.2d 770, 771 (1963). If the record taken as a whole cannot lead a rational trier of fact to find 

for the nonmoving party, summary judgment must be granted. Parker v. Estate ofBealer, 221 

W. Va. 684,687,656 S.E.2d 129, 132 (2007) (citing Williams v. Precision Coil, Inc., 194 W. Va. 

52,459 S.E.2d 329 (1995». 

C. 	 The Circuit Court erred by ruling that the statute of limitations for unwritten 
contracts provided by Virginia law applied to Cavalry's attempts to recover on 
McGarry's delinquent credit card account. 

The lower court declined to apply West Virginia's statute of limitations to this case 

because it relied on West Virginia's borrowing statute, which provides that, for claims accruing 

outside of West Virginia, the shorter statute of limitations period between the foreign state law 

and West Virginia law applies. See W. Va. Code § 55-2A-2. The lower court concluded that ¢.e 

claim accrued in Virginia, and, therefore, applied Virginia's law on the statute of limitations. It 
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should never have reached that issue, however, because the parties expressly addressed the 

applicable statute of limitations issues in their Customer Agreement. 

The Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia has recognized that ''the freedom to 

contract is a substantial public policy that should not be lightly dismissed." Wellington Power 

Corp. v. CNA Sur. Corp., 217 W. Va. 33, 38, 614 S.E.2d 680, 685 (2005). Importantly, this 

Court has determined that "a contract shall be enforced except when it violates a principle of 

even greater importance to the general public." Id. Under the freedom to contract doctrine 

recognized by this Court, McGarry waived her right to enforce any state's statute oflimitations 

as it applied to her credit card account. Specifically, on July 29, 2005, McGarry signed a 

"Platinum Invitation" for the Capital One credit card account, wherein she acknowledged that 

she had "read the IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES and Terms and Conditions ... and agree[d] to 

be bound as specified therein." (A.R. 183.) The Terms and Conditions of the credit card 

account are located within the Customer Agreement, which provides as follows: 

You waive any applicable statute of limitations as the law allows. Otherwise, the 
applicable statute of limitations period for all provisions and purposes under this 
Agreement (including the right to collect debt) will be the longer period provided 
by Virginia or the jurisdiction where you live. If any part of this Agreement is 
found to be wlenforceable, the remaining parts will remain in effect. 

(A.R. 182.) As expressly stated in the Customer Agreement, McGarry waived her right to 

enforce the statute of limitations as it applied to the Account. Because she waived the statute of 

limitations, she cannot rely on Virginia's statute of limitations to assert an affirmative claim 

against Cavalry. Thus, the lower court erred in granting McGarry summary judgment, and the 

Order should be reversed. 

Even if this Court determines that the waiver provision of the Customer Agreement is 

unenforceable, the lower Court's ruling still was in error because the Customer Agreement also 
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provides that the applicable statute of limitations is the longer of Virginia law or the jurisdiction 

where McGarry lived. (A.R. 182.) The statute of limitations in Virginia is three years for 

unsigned contracts and five years for signed contracts. Va. Code Ann. § 8.01-246(2), (4). At the 

time she applied for the credit card at issue, McGarry was a resident of West Virginia. (A.R. 

183.) Under West Virginia law, the statute of limitations is ten years for a written contract 

signed by the party to be charged, or five years for "any other contract, express or implied." 

W. Va. Code § 55-2-6. 

The Platinum Invitation is signed by McGarry and incorporates the Terms and Conditions 

in the Customer Agreement. (A.R. 183.) The Customer Agreement is not signed; however, a 

credit card company is not required to have a signed written agreement that includes all of the 

terms of a credit card account. Rather, the company is permitted to send a notice of those terms. 

Then, the customer's use of the credit card is the acceptance of those terms. See, e.g., Wise v. 

Zwicker & Assocs., P.e., 780 F.3d 710, 712 (6th Cir. 2015) (explaining that the consumer 

"accepted the [credit card] offer by keeping and using the credit card"); Brown v. Federated 

Capital Corp., 991 F. Supp. 2d 857, 861 (S.D. Tex. 2014) ("In the context of a credit card, a 

party is bound by the terms of a credit card agreement if the party uses the credit card even if the 

party does not sign the credit card agreement and even if the credit card agreement is not 

delivered to the party."); Heiges v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, NA., 521 F. Supp. 2d 641, 647 

(N.D. Ohio 2007) ("[U]nder Ohio law, credit card agreements are contracts whereby the issuance 

and use of a credit card creates a legally binding agreement. A creditor need not produce a 

signed credit card application to prove the existence of a legally binding agreement.") (internal 

quotations omitted). Furthermore, courts have determined that the use of a credit card triggers 

the statute of limitations that is applicable to written contracts (as opposed to the one for 
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unwritten contracts). See In re Bunch, No. 14-80864-JAC-13, 2014 WL 6661692, at *1 (Bankr. 

N.D. Ala. Oct. 8, 2014) (reasoning that "the issuance of a credit card was an offer and contract 

that became binding upon debtor's use" and applying statute of limitations for written contracts); 

Phoenix Recovery Grp., Inc. v. Mehta, 291 Ga. App. 874, 875, 663 S.E.2d 290, 292 (2008) 

(explaining that, where credit card holder "both signed an application and used the credit card," 

the statute of limitations for written contracts applied). 

In fact, the Virginia Attorney General has expressly considered whether Virginia's three

year statute of limitations applies to credit card suits. See Op. Att'y Gen., No. 10-128,2011 WL 

565650 (Feb. 7,2011). Importantly, the Attorney General concluded that 

[T]he statute of limitations for written contracts applies to credit card agreements 
in the situation where the agreement consists of a series of documents, provided 
that at least one of the documents referencing and incorporating the others is 
signed by the cardholder, and also provided that the written documents evidencing 
the agreement contain all essential terms of the agreement. 

Id at *1.4 

Here, McGarry signed the Platinum Invitation, and, in so doing, agreed to be bound by 

Capital One's Terms and Conditions within the Customer Agreement. The Customer Agreement 

included a provision which governed the statute of limitations. After receiving the credit card 

from Capital One, McGarry used the card to make purchases. Indeed, she owed Capital One 

more than $6,746 when she stopped paying on the Account after July 27, 2011. Whether the 

Platinum Invitation and Customer Agreement, combined with McGarry's use of the credit card, 

created a written contract or an oral contract, West Virginia law on the statute of limitations is 

longer than that of Virginia and North Carolina. Thus, under the terms of the Customer 

4 Under Virginia law for written contacts "signed by the party to be charged," the statute of limitations is five years. 
See Va. Code § 8.01-246(2). 
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Agreement by which McGarry is bound, West Virginia's statute of limitations applies to this 

case.5 

McGarry made her final payment on the Account on July 27,2011. (A.R. 6, 116,210.) 

Cavalry sent McGarry a collection letter on September 29, 2014 (A.R. 161) and filed a debt 

collection complaint against her on September 15,2015. (A.R. 1-2.) Both the collection letter 

and Cavalry's complaint against McGarry, therefore, fell within the applicable West Virginia 

statute oflimitations, regardless ofwhether it was five years or 10 years. Thus, the lower court's 

order granting summary judgment should be reversed. 

D. 	 The Circuit Court erred by incorrectly calculating the amount of statutory 
damages. 

The Order awarded McGarry $5,000 in statutory penalties under the WVCCPA and the 

FDCPA, including "$1,000 each for each of the four violations of the WVCCPA." (A.R. 216.) 

This calculation is incorrect, however, because the circuit court only found two acts that 

allegedly violated the WVCCP A. 

West Virginia Code § 46A-5-101 provides: 

If a creditor or debt collector has violated the provisions of this chapter applying 
to ... 	illegal, fraudulent or unconscionable conduct, [or] any prohibited debt 
collection practice, ... the consumer has a cause of action[.] 

This Court has not explicitly addressed whether an act in violation of the WVCCP A can 

lead to the recovery of mUltiple statutory penalties. Both federal district courts in West Virginia, 

however, have unanimously held that it cannot. See Biser v. Mfrs. and Traders Trust Co., 

No. 5:15-cv-15761, 2016 WL 865324, at *2 (S.D.W. Va. Mar. 2, 2016); Rice v. Green Tree 

5 Significantly, the lower court examined whether the Customer Agreement met the requirements of a written 
contract under Virginia or North Carolina law. Although the court found that it did not, the court never addressed 
the question of whether the Agreement nonetheless evidenced the parties' intentions regarding the applicable statute 
of limitations. 
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Servicing, LLC, No. 3:14-CV-93, 2015 WL 5443708, at *11 (N.D.W. Va. Sept. 15, 2015). 

Specifically, just this year, the United States District Court for the Southern District explained 

that, under § 46A-5-1 0 1, each act in violation of the WVCCPA creates a "single cause of action 

to recover a single penalty." Biser, 2016 WL 865324, at *2; see also In re Machnic, 271 B.R. 

789, 794 (S.D.W. Va. 2002); ("Courts in West Virginia have held that each violation of the 

WVCCPA can create a single cause of action for recovery."). Accordingly, "[e]ven if a single 

act were to violate multiple provisions of the WVCCPA, there can only be one recovery per act." 

Knott v. HSBC Card Servs. Inc., No. 3:1O-CV-82, 2010 WL 3522105, at *4 (N.D.W. Va. Sept. 8, 

2010) (determining that plaintiff could recover four penalties for four acts in violation of the 

WVCCPA); see also In re Machnic, 271 B.R. at 794 ("Though the Court finds that Universal 

violated two provisions of the WVCCPA through the actions of its attorney, the violations relate 

to only one act."). 

In this case, only two of Cavalry's acts were at issue. (1) the debt collection letter that 

Cavalry sent to McGarry on September 29,2014; and (2) Cavalry's act of filing a debt collection 

complaint against McGarry. The circuit court determined that these two acts violated four 

provisions of the WVCCPA. Specifically, the lower court concluded that Cavalry's act of 

sending the letter to McGarry violated § 46A-2-128(t), and that Cavalry's act of filing a debt 

collection complaint against McGarry violated § 46A-2-128(t); § 46A-2-128; and § 46A-2

127(d). (A.R.215-16.) The lower court's ruling is in error because it could not award McGarry 

four statutory penalties for two acts that allegedly contravened the WVCCP A. At most, the 

lower court could have awarded McGarry two statutory penalties for those two acts. If this 

Court affirms the circuit court's ruling as to Cavalry's liability, then it should vacate the 
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judgment and remand with instructions for the court to recalculate the applicable statutory 

penalties. 

E. 	 The Circuit Court erred by granting McGarry summary judgment when it could 
not read the Customer Agreement. 

In Cavalry's discovery responses, it served McGarry with the Customer Agreement she 

had with Capital One, which included the provision governing the applicable statute of 

limitations for Cavalry's attempt to collect her debt. (A.R. 181-82.) In its briefing on summary 

judgment, Cavalry explicitly set forth the language in the Customer Agreement related to the 

applicable statute oflimitations and attached the Customer Agreement as an exhibit. (A.R. 147, 

182-83.) McGarry's summary judgment briefing did not question the Customer Agreement that 

Cavalry attached or take issue with Cavalry's recitation of the language in that Agreement. 

At the pre-trial hearing where the parties argued their summary judgment motions, 

Cavalry's counsel recited nearly verbatim the provision of the Customer Agreement governing 

the applicable statute of limitations. (A.R. 194-95.) McGarry's counsel then argued - for the 

first time - that he could not read the Agreement. (A.R. 203-04.) However, McGarry offered 

no evidence that controverted Cavalry's position or its recitation of the Agreement. Instead, her 

counsel simply stated that he could not read the Agreement. 

Thus, the Agreement was the only evidence before the trial court that addressed the 

applicable statute of limitations. That Agreement supported Cavalry's summary judgment 

motion and was fatal to McGarry's summary judgment motion. If the trial court believed that it 

was unable to read the Agreement, it should have directed Cavalry to submit a different copy of 

the Agreement or look to any collateral evidence about the terms of that Agreement. It did 

neither of those. Instead, it disregarded that evidence in toto and granted McGarry summary 

judgment. In doing so, its order stated for the first time that it could not read the 
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Agreement. (A.R. 212, 216 0.2.) At the very least, the trial court should not have disregarded 

the only evidence before it on the issue and granted summary judgment for the opposing 

party. See Yellow Book Sales & Distrib. Co., Inc. v. TK Plumbing Servs., Inc., No. 95211,2011 

WL 2112732, at *2 (Ohio Ct. App. May 26, 2011) (explaining that summary judgment was 

precluded where "the entire dispute between the parties concerns in what capacity appellant 

signed the contract, [and] the illegible language ... is crucial to resolving this conflict.") 

VI. CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, Cavalry respectfully asks this Honorable Court to reverse the circuit 

court's decision granting McGarry summary judgment or remand this case so that the lower 

court may request a different version of the Customer Agreement to determine whether (1) the 

Customer Agreement contains language governing the applicable statute of limitations; and 

(2) the Customer Agreement is part of the agreement McGarry had with Capital One. In the 

alternative, Cavalry requests that this Court vacate the amount of statutory penalties awarded to 

McGarry under the WVCCPAand remand with instructions to reduce the award from $4,000 to 

$2,000. 

CAVALRY SPV I, LLC 
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